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December 1948
The days prior to New Year’s Eve. Snowfall and coldness. But, I feel
warm and ecstatic- a young doctor whom had just finished their
residency and is going back to his village.
I am traveling from Sofia to Ruse with the night train, second class,
and I’m excited for my first day of a self-employed career- a day I had
been preparing for since the beginning of my university adventure;
five years ago. I doze off and I wake up, freezing in my cabin- a few
more stops left before we reach Ruse. I blow hot air against my icecold hands- hoping I would warm up.
At some point, the door slides open and two large villagers enter;
with fur coats- bringing in the cold with them. Their mustaches are
frozen, cheeks redden and their breath reeking of grape brandy…
(Later on they had explained to me that they had “fueled”
themselves with the beverage in an attempt not to freeze as they
waited at the railway station).
- Where’re you heading to, boy? – They inquire and from their
mouths- along with the noises expelled by their voices- comes
out steam which melts the ice resting against their mustaches…
I explain- though I find it extremely difficult to move my mouth. I
barely manage to utter out the name Mejden and they had already
understood it as No-Day…
- Where to, did you say? A doctor in No-Day? –But is it only
nighttime there? – They wait for my answer. They are aware,
that I too- perhaps lacked an adequate amount of geographical
knowledge concerning Dobrudja’s location at that time- but
they decide that it is settled somewhere by the edge of the
Earth. They even pity me…

- Well, I hope we reach Ruse on time before the tram leaves the
train station…
- ?!? – I wonder- there’s trams in Ruse! I had never known. We
arrive. And everything became clear. Waiting before the train
station was a grimy, old bus that the citizens of Ruse have
decided to call a “tram”, in an attempt to sound more
presentable and metropolitan.
With its help, I reach an area around the post office. I got off with my
suitcase in hand and trudged through the covered-in-snow streets;
making my way towards the county doctor’s office. For me, it was the
highest of institutions; housing the district’s medical office- even
though it was a small, shackled home and did not have the façade of
a medical facility. Dangling on the door handle was a large, rusty lock.
Around me rested a wave of complete silence. Even the early rising
citizens were still sleeping. Yet, a young doctor who has studied,
worked tirelessly and trembled over examinations- has arrived and is
currently freezing in the cold; in the name of the great humanity…I
was already going through the freezing stage when a young but
plump woman, wrapped in a huge coat, stood in front of me and
stated:
- You’re not some newly arrived doctor, are you?
And as she said "Yes," she opened the door with one strong push of
her powerful body. The padlock was just a hoax.
-Hah! Come in and it warm up because the way you’re freezing…I’m
not going to know what to do with you…
Her hospitable welcoming plucked me out of my stone cold stance
and the waves of the heat expelled from the burning stove caressed
my face…the aroma of linden blossom tea blew towards me…and
then I don’t remember anything. I fell asleep due to the sudden
change from cold to hot…

At some point, I felt as though someone was gently nudging me. I
drowsily look up and it’s her, my savior, the one whom saved me
from the white death. Conspiratorially, she whispers:
- Doc, wake up. Whilst you slept, you rambled on about Mejden.
The regional governor is here. Get ready so I can take you to
him. Then, you’re going to be quiet. You will only answer with
“yes” to whatever I say to him…
We went into the regional Dr. Kotokov. Before I managed to open my
mouth; she had already begun:
- Chief, why should this young doctor be sent all the way to
Mejden? Look at what a twig he is. He will die there! Why not
appoint him at Pirgovo? Heh, where else? Besides, he has just
graduated- meaning he knows the newest information
regarding medicine. The others, well you know, all these years
and they still know the same information…nothing new.
Who the others were- I had no idea. But I understood, that this was
to do with my colleagues- the district doctors.
I never even got the chance to hear the regional doctor’s voice. He
just nodded in affirmation and accepted without rejection the
grounds of his first assistant- Lyouba, the lab technician at the
sanitation station. His name, I figured out off of the nameplate on his
door…
We settled the formalities rather quickly- one signature for accepting
the position and here I am- a district doctor in the village Pirgovo,
Ruse. I had a chief and a first known colleague. At that point, I didn’t
know that after years I would meet her again: Lyubka- married to Dr.
Pamukov- my X-Ray student at the ISUL and also with Dr. Kotokov,
who suffered from gallbladder cancer, therefore coming to find me in
ISUL; so I could perform a professional radiologist cholecystography.

Seventeen years later- after my first time meeting him- in the fifth
edition of the Shintz magazine in German language- the X-Ray taken
by me of him will be published. A photograph that brought me
international fame as a radiologist…But at that point, all of this was
unknown, as is everyone’s future…It was December 25, 1948 and I
was a mere district doctor- I hadn’t even gotten the chance to see my
job site…And that same evening, I left for Pirogovo.

II
The night train to Sofia from Ruse left late. The first stop, at
approximately 19-20 kilometers was the Pirogovo one. But, upon
arrival, I realized that the Pirogovo village was a further 5-6
kilometers away. On top of that- it was pitch black. Only the dim,
yellowing light coming out of the halted-for-a-moment train’s
windows lit up the barrack that downplayed as a train station. When
the last train wagon sped away; impenetrable darkness settled.
Around me, I could hear the crunching noises coming from the
footsteps of the villager’s boots that had gotten off the train with mealong with the muffled sounds of their voices. Yet, I saw no one.
Gradually, their voices faded away. I tried my best to follow themsomewhere to the west…before the train tracks. I began walkinghand squeezing tightly on the handle of my little suitcase- ahead into
the unknown as I raised the collar of my overcoat; in an attempt to
protect myself from the biting cold.
Suddenly, I heard the grinding sound of a cart on my left side, the
warm steam laced with horse stench surrounding me as I heard the
neigh of a horse and a voice:
- Who are you; where are you heading to? ...
- I’m a doctor- I said automatically, almost surprising myself- I’m
heading towards the Pirgovo village…
- Well then, hop on, you probably don’t know the way…It’s far…
This hospitality surprised me. Without seeing the face of the
person inviting me, I felt the wheels of the cart as I climbed up
onto it. There was someone was sitting beside me. After a few
minutes, I heard the voice of a woman:
- Doc, where are you from?
- From Sofia.

- Well, then what exactly are you doing here, in our village? No
one has stayed long here…you will suffer…
The voice went quiet. The first words coming from a Pirgovo
woman and they are negative. Were they welcoming? She didn’t
see me and neither could I understand who she was. The silence
continued onwards. The wagon stopped beside a fountain. The
wagoner that I had never seen- said:
- We’re up to here, because we’ll turn downwards. You, doc, will
follow this road leading towards that house- that’s the town
hall. You will call out, there’s a guard…
The wagon disappeared into the darkness. It even determined
where I could spend my first night. With Mr. Ivan; the mayor
Stefan’s brother. The guard on duty casually put on his overcoat
and led me through. It was late in the night.
……
When I got to the top floor- to my assigned guest room- where no
one enters during the year; especially in the winter, I was
overwhelmed by the stale air of a typically left out guest room. For a
few minutes, a fire broke out within the tin stove and its flamesstronger than the ones of a gas lamp- flickered madly against the
walls and ceiling. The metal sheets reddened and warm waves began
to replace the cold layer. Yet, even though one side was warming up,
the back side stayed chilled. But, one could feel how the room was
beginning to warm up…
A bed, with white sheets, pillow and a quilt with rhomboid patterns
that was stiff. When I laid down, I felt as though I had slipped into an
ice box. As the room was getting warmer; the sheets that had been
lying there in the cold for months- needed to be warmed up by my
own body heat…

Due to the fatigue- I fell fast asleep and felt nothing- not the time
when the stove died out; not feeling how the coldness settled back
into the room. But my bed was warm, therefore I didn’t want to get
up and do anything about it. White clouds of steam came through my
nostrils as I breathed…
Outside, dawn was edging closer.
My first day at work was waiting for me.

III
The dispensary turned out to be a small, narrow room in the town
hall’s building, and it seemed to be more suitable for storing old
archives instead of being a medical cabinet.
When I entered- a white-haired employee was crouching beside the
stove, putting wood inside it. He quickly sprung up and I saw his blue
eyes and good-natured stare. He straightened his body in a soldier
manner, folding his hands and standing still. One could tell that he
was old and experienced servant. I felt slightly uncomfortable.
- Good morning- I told him, giving him a friendly smile
- Good morning, doc- he replied lightly and suddenly he relaxedHah, welcome…
From that moment on, he became Mr. Srebur, my only subordinate
and assistant. I understood that during his time; many doctors had
worked with him- but no one lasted a long time. In other villages like
Mechka, Ivanovo and even Shtruklevo- the doctors stayed the same,
but here, in Pirgovo, no! He told me about the village- poor and the
people were particular, many were not friendly and everyone looked
out for themselves…
In that moment, the knocking noise came through the door. My first
patient entered. An old lady- around eighty years old. She was
mumbling with a lisp and I could barely understand what she was
saying to me. More like, she was attempting to show me, that she felt
a pain in her tooth…opening her mouth...revealing how she had only
one canine tooth left. She touched it with her finger, making it
wobble.
- There it is- I mentally told myself- a whole six years I had
studied medicine- read through hundreds of pages, wrote my
exams- and on my very first day with a woman in need of dental
assistance…I have to pull out a wobbly tooth.

I began deciding how to continue my approach. I rapidly remind
myself: “molars that are multi-rooted- are removed after dental
subluxation, whereas single-rooted molars are extracted after
rotation…”
I found a pair of pliers in my cabinet. I boiled them and began
preparing for the extraction. I assembled a basin, towel and a
piece of lignin. The old woman opened her mouth, as I prod the
tooth with two fingers- it fell out on its own. It didn’t even draw
blood. As for the pliers- there was no use for them, anymore.
The old woman was extremely content as she told me:
- But, you took it out so suddenly… I barely even noticed; it was
so painless. You are a great master, see…
It was appropriate of me to accept the praise, though it was
undeserved. And Mr. Srebur told me:
- Now, when she goes through the village- there will not be a
home left where they won’t be praising you…
The old woman left. No other patient came through the door. At one
point, my subordinate became restless. He wanted to tell me
something- but he kept quiet- as though not daring to speak up. But
he did everything in his power to make me catch on and inquire. His
answer was short and clear:
- Well, doc, usually around this time I go around the houses and
inspect the hygiene of their yards. It is my duty. If you could let
me go…
I dismissed him to go on and despite the cold; he did not hesitate as
he went out to complete his service…

I was left with my own presence. I felt curiosity peak within me as I
thought about examining through the old journals and archives; left
behind by my previous colleagues…

IV
I fell upon one file. On it was written the name Dr. Ivaney, district
doctor. Here, this file had introduced me to him. This was my
colleague, who had been in this village just before 9.IX.1944- leaving
several pages that deserve to be carefully read through:
This first application stated: To the district doctor of the town of
Ruse.
“I am bringing this matter to you, Chief, that I have to urgently leave
for the village of Mechka to treat a seriously ill patient. I asked for a
wagon, but the municipal wagoner responded by saying that the
mayor had ordered for the wagon to be used to transport his wife
(the mayoress) to the cinema in Ruse. In that instance, I had to
personally ask the mayor to cancel the latter situation; but he replied
with: “No!” – leaving me with no other choice but to overcome many
kilometers by walk- all whilst his wife enjoyed going to the cinema on
a wagon…”
It hadn’t been easy for Dr. Ivaney, because after rummaging through
a thick deck of miscellaneous files, complains and warnings, I found a
whole file focusing on a District Court case in the Ruse town.
With the diligence that only the court registrar’s hold; the whole case
was reflected- not in shorthand- but in a proper court-style. I will
briefly summarize what I had read:
On another instance- there were not one or two disputes that have
risen between Dr. Ivaney and the mayor. It was not clear what they
had said to one another, but the mayor sued the doctor for insult. On
top of that, he had taken the Ruse lawyer as a form of authority.
During the proceeding; it was clarified that during the argument;, Dr.
Ivaney had said to the mayor:
- Look, your mandible is trembling out of malice…

- Oh really, who are you to be calling me a mandible, huh, I will
take you to court…
During the court hearing, an expert was also questioned. He opened
an anatomical, medical atlas; proving that the mandible is the lower
jaw. He explains, that it is a medical term and in no way an insult…
However, the mayor- distracted by these arguments- frantically
called out in court:
- Yet, he still called me a mandible- meaning something vile. It’s
either him or me- but in this village; both of us won’t stay here!
And so, Dr. Ivaney left the village for insulting a figure in power and
they had decided that he used the word figuratively; but because he
did not express a criminal act; they justified his actions…
Years later- when I had become an assistant at ISUL; the same Dr.
Ivaney was working in the obstetric and gynecological clinic. He was
also widely well-known due to his duties working as in Svishtov as the
founder of painless birth in Bulgaria- and was even awarded the “Red
Flag of Labor” for his service. When I went to greet him; I finally told
him:
- So, your mandible must be trembling out of joy…
At first, he did not comprehend my words and was questioning
incompetent statement. However, he quickly recoiled his forgotten
memories and asked me with a smile on his face:
- Have you worked at Pirgovo? Were you a district doctor there?
- I was there too. It was definitely a story…

V
I went through the next file. Nothing interesting. Service letters.
Service responses and reports. All signed by Dr. Amedeo. A native
Italian. Meanwhile, I began reading through a report:
- “I report that as a result of the action taken against the malaria
outbreak; students going to school within my entrusted districthave killed over 5124 malarial mosquitos. The action
continues…”
I expected him to finish with: “Until they are ultimately destroyed”.
But, it seems as though Dr. Amedeo had been tactical. This was
confirmed by his accurately written and well-thought out
immunization data- how many people, the date, the dosage given out
etc. etc. were immunized.

He was a physician exemplifying a model of diligence and experience
that any administrator or physician should hold. I decided to learn
from him – meaning that I should reflect on everything accurately
and on time; in writing.

VI
It was already the afternoon. The door slid open and Mr. Srebur
carefully tried to enter. And his expression- apprehensive and slightly
distracted. He stepped in slowly and attentively; I could tell that he
was counting his footsteps. He had been drinking a decent amount…
- Chief, please let me stay- he attempted to stretch out his body
like a troop, but to no avail.
- Tell me, Mr. Srebur, how did the inspection go?

- What do you mean how- everything has been inspected and is
well…
- But, where exactly did you go? - I thought that he had gone to a
pub.
- Oh no, Chief, I was on top of Stoyanka...
This answer puzzled me. Not only was he elderly, old, still working
and very honest- but we were still relatively strangers to one
another. And this “on top of” phrase shocked me…
- I inspected her- he blinks before continuing; slurring more: then I was on top of Ivana. Everything is okay with her…I went
on top of Petka…though their husbands avoid their homes; they
still appear very presumptuous…
I thought that he had too much to drink and that he was speaking
nonsense. But, he had denied going to the pub.
- No, Chief, I haven’t set foot in there. But when I’m going
around, inspecting the yards- well- a glass here and a glass
there. It’s true, I have overstepped the line…
It became very amusing to me when I began recalling King Menelaus
from Offenbach’s “La Belle Hélène” – whom was discussing how
instead of going to the island of Crete; he stayed under a tree and
drank…then went under another tree and drank again and it turned
out to be an entire forest… This happens on the stage in the
operetta; but here at Pirgovo; Mr. Srebur certainly played the role of
Menelaus. But, what about his “on top” adventures?
I later found out that in the Ruse dialect “on top” meant “at”. The
man was simply conscientiously performing his duties- but how could
he refuse the gratifications- especially since Pirgovo is well-known for
its brandy and wine. And with that, nothing but vines are grown in
this region…

VII
The next morning, it seemed as though nothing had happened. A
new thick layer of snow had settled over the old sheet. Winter
silence. In the outpatient clinic lay tidiness, warmth, as well as it
being nicely swept. Mr. Srebur was shaved and looking neat- last
night’s endeavors long forgotten. Though, he was especially quiet as
well as a little guilty. He didn’t dare lift his bright blue eyes and meet
my gaze…
I tried to liven up the atmosphere. I asked about Dr. Amedeo, whose
reports I very much enjoyed…
- He was in prison- Mr. Srebur opened his mouth and statedthose were great stories…And so, he explained to me:
“Dr. Amedeo- the Italian- had a large dog. No wonder! Anyone
living in a village owns a dog that protects the home. And all day
long, it was either in the yard or in his little hut. In our culture,
dogs do not enter our homes… (As Mr. Srebur had highlighted)
They’re disgusting and most of all unhygienic. Yet, Dr. Amedeo
kept to the European ways and brought the dog with him
everywhere- even here, in the dispensary. It would lay under the
doctor’s couch whilst the latter individual performed thigh
injections, and unfortunately; a few patients had developed
abscesses. They went and complained in Ruse. A commission had
arrived to do a poll. As expected, Dr. Amedeo said that the
premises was unhygienic; but not because of the dog. During the
inspection, the opened all of the cabinets and what else did they
see but bottles with vaccines ordered years ago and sitting there,
unopened with wax still around the seals. And the vaccines had
turned into sludge. The interviewers opened the files and read
through all of the reports and folders that had precisely recorded
the vaccinations given to villagers and students by date and age.

That is when they realized how much the mosquitoes killed- along
with that number- had costed…
Everything had been more than clear. The one thing that did not
make any sense was how these people managed to protect
themselves from this epidemic for so many years.
- Because I never vaccinated them- Dr. Amedeo bravely
answered- that is why no one became ill- he said and they sent
him to prison.
From a legal point of view, that is an absolute crime. But from a
medical perspective, perhaps there was a small bit of truth behind
Dr. Amedeo’s words - at the time; the quality of the vaccines created
was rather dubious and there were people who were getting sick
from them in particular…
And, what happened to the dog? Because of him, Dr. Amedeo went
to prison. Well it- after “dolce vita” as they say in Italian- was put in a
yard and even slept outdoors, under the canopy. When Dr. Amedeo
got separated from him, he told the villager whom was looking after
the dog, in a very worried manner:
- My dog love eat a lot of meat. You give him meat, you hear…
Back then, people didn’t have meat so one could imagine how much
meat dogs would get. And Mr. Srebur cleared out that Dr. Amedeo
would call meat “mezzo”- due to his Italian accent… Other than that,
he was very nice, but he was Italian, what else could you do with
him…

VIII
On the next morning, I was called in for the first time, for a home
visit. I went to Mayor Stefan’s home. Now, I understood why upon
arrival; I could not see him or introduce myself to him. He had been ill
for a few weeks. His relatives had also been waiting a day or two to
see what type of doctor I am. After the old woman and the mister
had “informed” the entire village; I gained the advantage of being
presented in front of the mayor- though he was sickly and lying in
bed. Along with that, came excitement- other doctors had treated
him before and were probably not as newly graduated as I was; and
yet he was still ill…

I grabbed the bag with my medical handset and medication and
headed to his home. Along the way, I pondered how the village
doctor’s situation changes hourly; within the village- how people
were now "studying" me and certainly how their opinions would be
decided in those first days – whether it be a failure or success. Then,
however it may be; the already established and initial opinion would
outweigh everything else- either my actions would be justified or
they will always to be excused...
I found Mayor Stefan in an incredibly serious condition: the presence
of pneumonia lingering in the right lung. Once the handset was
placed against his skin - a deaf area with wheezing and whistling; a
pale face with bluish lips, slight reddening and unhealthy-looking
cheeks, difficulty in nostril flaring. Just as I had read it in my
textbooks. It was the beginning of the fourth week from the start of
his sickness. I reminded myself how the development of the classic
type, four stages of pneumonia transformed according to the number
of weeks. It was time for the fourth stage- which was the most
decisive one- as it could result to the critical fall in temperature or
the lethal outcome that may result to death. I remembered my
French professor Pshar’s words: “The disease is in the lungs yet death
comes from heart failure ..."
Thus far; everything seemed clear to me - I was pleased that right
now, entire pages from Kirkovich's propaedeutic, Chilov's lectures,
Girke's pathology notes (then the only cyclostyle textbook) were all
floating in my mind. But, the therapy? I remembered all about
antibiotics from the night when Professor Tasho Tashev – whom had
just returned from France- brought some mold- penicillin and
presented it to the entire medical faculty in the auditorium.
But all of this was still in its infancy period within in our country there was no penicillin, let alone here in Pirgovo. There were no
sulfonamide preparations, either. The only remedy we had left was
to continue with the symptomatic treatment. I filled a ten-cubic

syringe with a mixture of calcium gluconate and vitamin C; one
ampoule of cardiazole plus lobelin (I had several ampoules from the
front in Hungary at the time of the German capitulation; during
which I found a box of medication). I had taken something else, but
now I do not remember exactly what it was. I had done my very first
intravenous injection, in a village. I then, injected an ampoule of
camphor oil intramuscularly. I gave the patient a drink of aspirin with
quinine. After approximately two hours, I gave him a combined
powder of caffeine and codeine and I dared not leave- as I wondered
what else I could apply to this situation…
The ill man gradually calmed down and dozed off. Upon his face
rested several tiny, silver shards of sweat. His breathing became
steadier and much more peaceful, his lips became a shade rosier as
his pulse regulated…
I could leave. On the way back, I felt excited by the tension. I thought
to myself- have I done everything; have I done enough and whether I
have overdone it…but when I slid into the cold bed, I became
overwhelmed with fear- what if?... And this thought did not abandon
me all night long. I could not fall asleep and not only was I restless,
but I felt as though something was pressing against me- making me
feel heavy as lead, as if someone had cemented my joints using
kilograms of lead... In the early hours of the morning; I fell asleep
without resting, but the fatigue was overpowering me.
Someone shook me awake. I opened my eyes- there was no one
before me. I jumped out of bed and go down to the landlady. Her
husband Ivan is the Mayor Stefan’s brother. I asked about Stefan.
Ivanovitsa had just returned from the Stefanovi household- looking at
me humorously before saying:
- Doc, Stefan has recuperated. He was sweating all night long- he
had become a sweaty mess yet his temperature had dropped
and you should have seen him; in the morning he even opened

one of his eyes. I’m relieved- she told me- returning me back
into this world…
I could not believe my own ears. I felt relieved too- everything was
good. Yet another victory! – As discussed on a template, though for a
moment I remembered, that this was pure luck; a coincidence. Had
the other doctors before me been more ignorant? No! Perhaps, the
first doctor had arrived just in time for the illness’ flourishing period;
the other one had probably come just in time for the red hepatization
of the lungs- when the clinic is most disrupted- then the white
hepatization and…I appeared in the final stage and with the luck of
having a patient that did not experience an acute heart dysfunction…
Perhaps, my merit lay exactly here though it was highly unlikely that
my cocktail of medication had been the most successful, in hopes of
doing something more…this “hopefully” determined the patient’s
destiny, but also mine! My third sick patient in the first few days had
been no other, but the mayor of the town- which meant that I would
have a “green street” with the nickname of the best doctor that had
come- whom had plenty of knowledge and could… And I knew how
much my abilities allowed me to do.
But like every other young person starting their lives as a professional
and trying to create a career; I felt absolute joy. I energetically and
happily entered the dispensary. Mr. Srebur had already been
informed about the events of last night- specifically last night’s
“wonders” that had happened to Mayor Stefan. He humorously told
me:
- Doc, your work here is going well. You have luck.
I noticed how he had referred to me as “doc” instead of the dry,
official “chief” – meaning that he had approved of me as a doctor,
and not only as an officially appointed persona…and this assessment
was not insignificant, Mr. Srebur had a great influence on the
village…as a “medical specialist”, since he had been working in the

outpatient clinic for years- with many doctors coming and
going…therefore there was a flair within him that allowed him to
correctly evaluate them…
In that moment, the village church’s bells pierced through the air. At
that point, it had been my first time hearing them. In this village, the
priest had decided not to ring the evening prayer bell- and now, early
in the morning at this time, it was even more unusual- it rang in
remembrance of a deceased person. I was stunned- was the Mayor
not well, maybe something had happened… Sensing my nervousness,
Mr. Srebur hurriedly reassured me:
- Grandmother Maria had passed away from anthrax. She had
been ill for quite some time; before you even arrived here.
Don’t worry about her, one could tell that her time was
coming…God bless her. She didn’t have enough luck for you to
recuperate her.
I stayed quiet- thinking that it’s the best option. What could I have
done against that disease- an absolute horror for that time- a danger
that could spread. I felt slightly satisfied internally, that I was not
“involved” with this story. It was too late for anyone to help her- and
truth be told- I just felt frightened against such a disease.
From time to time, the bell let out one deafening ring; its tone even
more marvelous- muffled by the low overhanging gray winter clouds.
The weather was torturing itself as it tried to snow; snowflakes
fluttering around- tiny and unpleasant…Mr. Srebur was preparingonce again- to circle around the neighborhood and inspect the yardsnot only for the hygienic/ sanitary considerations. Usually, before the
New Year; people become more hospitable and their new wine was
even better…if you just want a drink…

IX
Sometime during the night; someone was banging against my door. I
drowsily stood up and opened it. My landlady was angrily talking
downstairs; but I could not hear what she was saying. Before me was
an elderly villager and his wife. Trembling, frightened.
- Doc, let us in so we can explain everything to you.
I invite them in; still feeling the surprised feeling that overwhelmed
me when they suddenly knocked on my door, in the middle of the
night.

Before I could inquire, his wife begins:
- Doc, we came for a medical certificate. Please, direct it to the
court…
- Wait, Mari – her husband interrupted her- First of all, let us
explain to him what this is about.
I comprehended everything: their son, a bachelor, hit his father on
the head with…a wine ladle. An ordinary domestic narrative. I took a
look at the victim- nothing special, I massage the scalp through his
thick hair- nothing. The soreness could only be found in the area that
he had pointed out…the place where he had been hit.
I had no choice but to write him a medical certificate. I myself, do not
believe that what is written will have the value of an indictment. That
is why, I wrote it utilizing Latin names for greater authenticity.
The two elders were relieved. Now, they have the certificate in their
pockets. They did not even read through it to understand that it is
not what they were looking for. I asked them:
- Well, will you sue your son?
- Hah, we won’t go that far; we just wanted to give him a scare,
so he knows…
The two parents then left.
….
After half an hour, another knock on the door can be heard. I thought
to myself- they’re back. No, no it was not them. Now, stood in front
of me was a plump young man. It did not take a lot of brain power for
me to understand that this is the son- the ruffian. But he did not look
of that sort.
- Doc, I too, need a medical certificate. My father came to you,
but I also want to complain…

And once again, I comprehend: “it is the holidays and everyone is
trying to have fun. He had brought friends of his age to his home.
Decided that he wanted to treat them with the new wine. He went
down to pour some into the ladle. Unfortunately for him, his father
noticed him and hit him with a broom on his back- not allowing him
to pour out of this barrel…
The young man undressed and showed me when the pain resided.
The skin was slightly reddening, but, he further showed me as his
fingers prodded against the hurt area. The blow had happened
through the clothes; therefore softening the impact. Besides, for such
a big and strong man, this blow was the equivalent to him being hit
with a straw.
I wondered what to write and again didn’t believe, that this medical
certificate will have some value, but there is no way. As I write, I
inquire:
- But, you hit him with the ladle on the head, right?
- Well, on the head, did you not see the shaggy fur cap he was
wearing- you know how much wool that thing has. He’s only
pretending…
- But, I think that you too, were wearing a fur coat, so you were
also…- I stopped and quietened down. I am an official and
should not take sides in such disputes. I only asked:
- Will you sue your father?
- Well, I will not, doc. I just want to scare him so he does not try
and lay a hand on me again…
He too, left relaxed with the medical certificate in his pocket,
What was the outcome of all this? –That night I could not sleep. I got
upset and completely woke up. I was thinking about how miniscule
this issue was. And both of them- the father and the son were not
bad men, and yet their nerves disintegrated because of one wine

ladle…and they did not think for a moment about how they were
taking the time, sleep and peace of the district doctor…and this is
why I wrote a “nil”… they would never understand it, but at least
they had calmed down.

X
If I spent the last night without sleep, then the next day I had to, once
again, listen to a comical and very stupid story. This time the
characters were… five hens, a man and a woman and one small,
pottery water-pitcher with brandy…
A man in civilian clothes entered the dispensary quietly- if not even
awkwardly- with silvered hair and an appalled expression.
- Doc, I’m sorry to disturb you. I am the high school teacher. It’s
nice to meet you…
We shook hands and I invite him to sit down. It is only him and I in
the dispensary. He was still embarrassed as he crushed the brim of
his hat. I sensed that something was bothering him.
- Doc, you know- though it’s quite embarrassing for my age, but I
would like to confess to you: my wife had beaten me up!
With a great sigh of relief; he looked down. The hat began losing its
shape as it twisted in his hands. A literal image of heavy depression. I
remember how difficult psychiatry was for me, when I studied it. And
yet, stood before me was a case. How could I handle it? First, the
doctor much visibly express calmness and to allow the patient to
express their worries- more like to express what is tormenting
them…so I do exactly that. The teacher gradually began easing out of
his uncomfortable state before slowly stating:
- Ignore the fact, that she beat me- but I became ashamed in
front of my neighbors- the school even found out…
- You’re probably coming to obtain a medical certificate?
- Oh, no. Just for advice.
Suddenly, before he could even finish his sentence, a woman also
dressed in civilian clothes appeared in the dispensary- with gray hair

and the flame of anger glinting in her eyes. An image of maniacal
anger. The complete opposite to the patient sitting before me and his
mental health.
- Good day, doctor. So, he has already come to you. Let me
introduce myself. I am a teacher…
- My wife…- the teacher replied in a timid and careful voice
before immediately being interrupted.
- Mister Doctor; I am not a villager. I am from Sofia, coming from
a high-class family. I came all the way here in this forgotten area
only because of him.
And I brought my piano as a dowry ... (Indeed, for that time, a piano
in a village was not only unusual, but even somewhat anachronistic.
Moreover, I realized that it had never been used, and that for the last
twenty years its only responsibilities were to act as a display of
authority).
- Did I not play the violin? Even in the pedagogical school in
Shumen – her husband tried to justify himself in with a gentle
voice…
I told myself that this dispute was quite different from last night’s as
it falls within the family of teachers’ sphere of "intellectual"
problems. It was typical for out-of-town intellectuals who have
gotten involved with irritating, petty factors and whom experience
everything with theatrical emotion...
And right as I began wondering what the source of these factors was;
I found out what exactly had happened and how the…chickens were
involved…
- Doc- the teacher continued, her voice vividly softening- Here is
a medical inquiry. But my man (I noticed that she spoke about
her husband using only possessive language) should have asked
you earlier. Do you know of a cure against chicken pox?

For me, that question was highly unexpected: how’d I know, I had
never been placed to face such a task. Besides, I was an urban cityman- I have never looked after chickens. I am a doctor specializing
with humans; not a veterinarian. As I listened to them; my brain
flipped through pages and pages of psychiatry notes- in an attempt of
clarifying the maniacal syndromes- one person was exhibiting
depression and the other one- anger – and yet, they suddenly hit me
with the question about treating the pox… I confessed and told them
straight away that I knew nothing concerning chicken pox…
- Yes, but mine is a genius, he knows everything- including this! The teacher continued; her voice laced with irony and venom. –
I was coming home from my first shift at school and what do I
see? Doc, in the yard, my five hens were rocking from one foot
to another; and one by one they were falling, sticking their
necks out as they cackle out hoarsely as if on the brink of
death… They’re dying, Doctor… I felt bad, tossing them in the
dumpster; so I put them in the basement on the cement. I went
back to school, I find him, this one- mine- and I tell him: “The
chickens died”. And he replied with: “Really? Damn it. So I made
a mistake.” “Whaaaat?”- I said…
It turned out that the old teacher tried to prophylactically treat the
hens against chicken pox by giving them to drink brandy…
- Oh, come on, big deal - the teacher tried downplaying the facts
in front of me as he expected sympathy and support from my
side- For five hens you are a making a really big uproar…
- Me? I’ve been looking after those five hens since they were in
their egg shells. You think it’s easy finding hens these days…in
Ruse, the meat hooks in the stores hang empty. You can't find a
piece of meat as a medicine…And he, big deal…
In that moment, the wife had been right. There had been years in
which there was hunger and lack of meat. Every single hen was like a

golden bird. When all one eats is corn and bread- her meat becomes
very delicious. And now- especially during the holidays- there will
always be one hen bound with the destiny of being cooked in an
oven along with sauerkraut…
…
Three, four days had passed and the teachers came back to see me.
However, now the husband was happy and calm and the womanreserved and quiet. I thought to myself- they had reconciled, they
had calmed down. From my diagnosis in the analysis of psychiatry
textbooks, nothing had come out:
This time, the man took the initiative of speaking, his voice emitting
authority as he explained:
- Doctor, did you know that my cure worked? Last night, when
we were coming back from the teachers’ council meeting; do
you know what we saw? Hens cackling in our basement while
they shake their heads, slowly standing to their feet, one by
one. They survived. They were drunk back then and so they had
fallen asleep. And my faithful wife- thought that they had died
and it reached to the point where she had come back to school
to shout at me…
- Well, it went like that yes, but we became a joke in front of
peoples’ eyes- she justified in a low voice.
- Yes, but look- all the other hens are being tortured by the pox,
except ours. One has to take risks, to try and seek new things…
Inadvertently, at that moment, I thought of Wilhelm Bush and his
two characters Max and Moritz. I also imagined the unfortunate Vite
Bolte and her even more unfortunate hens. Wilhelm Bush had come
up with a cruel and tragic end. Here, in the Pirgovo village; the tale
with the five hens had ended happily or as the moviegoers say- there
was a happy end…
- How is the piano- I figuratively inquire.

- Oh, it’s good doctor, it’s the dowry. When we argue, it is the
first thing he will nag at me for; because the female dowry
doesn’t end there.
- It’s true, but you could have at least learned how to play the car
march but you don’t know how to play it…I have studied to play
violin at the institute in Shumen...
- But, you can't play a white Danube, nor a waltz from Ostrich,
but ... you tell yourself you’re a violinist ...
I preferred to send them away, quickly. That's how I learned to treat
chicken pox with the help of brandy. But since then, I have also
avoided delving into psychiatry. Difficult Science…

XI
According to the district doctor’s plan, when we went to collect our
salaries from the finance at the end of each month; we had to gather
for a conference meeting in his office. That was a wonderful
tradition since it was a chance for you to meet the rest of your
colleagues, as well as get the opportunity of exchanging stories of
experience. I was merely ecstatic as I waited for my first meetup.
Along with excitement- at the time that Dr. Kotokov had appointed
me, she had also assigned me the duties of presenting a report on
the latest developments in medicine- since I had just graduated from
the medical faculty in Sofia and finished my internship at the District
hospital with Prof. Tsonchev.
I thoroughly prepared myself with sense of responsibility; but also
with respect for my colleagues, whom I would see for the first time.
In the narrow room, we managed to gather a total of about twenty
individuals- doctors and paramedics of all ages and professional
experience- some shorter, some longer, though I was visibly the
youngest and last according to seniority, newly arrived. At a first
glance, everyone seemed pleasant- especially when they were talking
to each other in a loud and energetic manner, laughing and waving
their hands around. Later on, I understood that after spending long
days in solitude in the countryside, the district doctors thirst for such
meetings and would even class it as a holiday.
Dr. Kotokov raised a hand and without raising her voice to
disintegrate the noise; introduced me to the rest of the colleagues in
a brief approach. After that, she gave me the word to present my
report on the latest medical developments. I did not have the
intentions of teaching them, but merely to share some newly
discovered diagnostics and therapies. I was straightforward; unwilling
to underestimate my colleagues with arrogant lexis; therefore I
discussed the theory in the most modest and sparing way possible,

constantly citing the names of our prominent professors so they
wouldn’t think that I was being forceful.
When I had finished, the auditorium stayed silent for a few moments.
No one voiced any questions or had any statements- either praising
or critical. That is how neutrally my first performance had ended. At
that point in time, I was unaware of the fact that this had been the
first “scientific” meeting in years and contrary to Dr. Kotokov’s
wishes- it would be the last one for the rest of the following year…
After the conclusion of the official, “scientific” and administrative
section; my colleagues submitted their quarterly reports (they were
impeccable in this respect) and went on conversing with each other
again. One colleague that I did not even manage to catch his name;
approached me and said:
- Colleague, it’s very visible that they have taught you well, but
you don’t know yet- it seems as though you have studied one
thing, but another thing is in the practical aspect. And we have
all been on that path. So, don’t push yourself, we are
colleagues, you know. What will the district think of us…?
I understood him- he got insulted, as well as the fact that I had
broken a tradition…of serenity and to not present reports that
require preparation and time to actually prepare them. This was my
first lesson and warning.
After him, another co-worker approached me and pointedly said to
me:
- I heard you, colleague, it was good. But you know, it’s different
here in the villages. You were speaking about diagnostics,
differential diagnosis. That’s good. You also spoke about
therapy. That’s also good. But I would give you a piece of
advice- before everything, cure them. The village doctor has to
treat their patients quickly and effectively. You understand me,
right?

He had developed his theory to me; thoroughly convinced in it. Quiet
and insistent. The issue is not in the diagnostics and its deepening
root. Once the ill person comes- in the village there is no time for
examinations but instead, you deal with the issue in a symptomatic
way: if the individual is suffering from a headache, you provide them
with medication against headaches and if their joints hurt - medicine
for the pain, if there feel a heartburn – you give them powder against
heartburn, if they are nauseous – you give them something against
vomiting. If the issue vanishes due to the medications prescribed,
good- therefore everything is adequate without the need of a
diagnosis. If the issue does not dissolve, then there is nothing else
you could do for the patient and they should be sent to the city
hospital. If you waste time attempting to diagnose them; the ill
person will be waiting and groaning in pain- therefore everyone else
will just assume that you are an inadequate doctor. And what it tells
you about the differential diagnosis is interesting, but it is for the
professors…And all this talk about differential diagnosis- as
interesting as it sounds- leave it to the professors…
- Thank you, colleague- I formally replied- though I sensed that
his final words were more than ironic laced with a personal
hint- I tried to restrain myself from responding further…
- What kind of colleague is he to you? He is a paramedic. You
know them, they hold the highest self-confidence - That's how
the third one started with me, who seemed to have heard the
abundant instructions from the previous speaker - This is
paramedic Popov from the Vyatovo village. Don’t listen to himfocus on your own work. Oh wait (that was said quite
enthusiastically) - You know, I opened a soda-lemonade
workshop in my village- would you like to become my partner?
You can earn a lot out of it. Otherwise, you’ll be going nowhere
with the salary of a district doctor!

And when he had realized that my silent astonishment would have
paid any reproach, he quickly began justifying himself:
- But, it’s only for the meantime. You have to live. You cannot
only live with medicine. People are poor, I am conscientious
about taking a lot of money for their treatment.
I passed him without giving him an answer. I was stunned by my first
contact with my colleagues. They had been studying during my time
and have come all this way; holding a lot of enthusiasm and energy
and yet, before me I could see tired and disinterested craftsmen.
Perhaps I was being unfair to think in that way, but that was my first
impression of them. But, those were my first lessons concerning the
practice of medicine in a village; as well as my first sobering up, or as
they usually call it “collision with life”…
The only person who tried to console me was my comrade Lyubka.
- You, doc, are young and will learn to understand them. They are
full of money- some do not take their salaries all year round,
and always go to the savings bank to deposit their wealth. Why
would they need your differential diagnosis since they win
without it? And people like you have not succeeded only out of
idealism; but rather by becoming scientists whilst the people
here become duller and simpler…
This time, I did not hear the district doctor’s voice. I understood that
he had tried to change the flow- regardless of the fact that his
attempt had been unsuccessful. His attempt on me had only created
more difficulties for himself because he was the one that returned to
his office without accepting anyone else…

Later on, I had changed my opinion on some of the colleagues, whom
were silent at the time (whom had passed the same path that I was
on), but within their districts; they were wonderful doctors.

The doctor in my neighboring district, Dr. Penchev, deservedly won a
competition and became an intern in neurology in Ruse, after
completing a dignified internship as a district doctor. But, we will
come back to him later on. After the meeting, I went back to
Sotyancho’s hotel. We had the right to stay there for one night, at
our own expense. A singer was singing in the room besides mine.
They had just created the National Opera in Ruse; but due to the lack
of accommodation, the teacher had to train her students at the
hotel. Their first performance would be of “La Traviata”. I could not
stand listening to the rehearsals through the thin walls; so I went out.
That night, I watched the play “Every autumn evening” with the
young actor, Nikolay Binev. The enthusiasm, the confidence, the
poetic flair within the play had brought me back to my state as a
young man, full of desire for good and all the wonderful things life
has to offer. In the darkened hall, I forgot about my first and last
conference. I continued being me. The lights on the stage became my
lights.

XII
I returned back to the village, feeling even more certain that I must
work devotedly and to avoid getting infected by the rusty
indifference of my colleagues’ attitudes. Hence, I contentedly
accepted to attend another one of my first ever general gatherings;
where I would get to know the people from a closer angle, to hear
their occupational successes and everyday lives within the newly
formed labor economy.
“My villagers” entered the school halls in groups. They came in
quietly and sat in the chairs, furthest from the stage. They were not
yet accustomed to outward expressions, parades, nor did they learn
to give speeches and greetings, or even applaud yet. They were
simply embarrassed by the very word "assembly" - these people who
knew how to work hard, but could not speak freely out of anxiety.
Their pure sincerity of kindness and modesty made them look rather
awkward. But, it seemed as though the topic of the meeting had also
contributed to said embarrassment- the results of the public
agricultural holding’s first year would be discussed and everyone was
thrilled in their own ways: the executives because they had to
provide a report; the representatives of the city who came were
present in an attempt of increasing the enthusiasm and faith and the
cooperators themselves were there to prove what they have gained
and what they will receive as a result of their labor…Precisely those
were the challenging and hunger-stricken years filled with labor
activities and scarcity. It was a village without electricity or running
water, shoved in a valley with no convenient roads. Only its vineyards
were nice; but neither did it grow wheat, nor corn, there was a lack
of sufficient number in animals and working cattle and the
agricultural machineries were still in its infancy period (there was one
guy living in the center, opposite a pastry shop and one, two tractors,
though only he owned a thresher machine)…Ruse is not far off the
map, but it’s far enough for the people in Pirgovo. Besides, how were

they supposed to travel to there, and what were they supposed to
buy…?
The mood of the meeting was dropping. After all, everyone was
interested in knowing what they, themselves, were going to get out
of it. It deteriorated completely when they announced that there was
a lack of income and profit; the farm was at a loss; no one will be
receiving a single lev but on the contrary, everyone had to give a lev
or two in order to stabilize the situation.
That was when I saw the people- in such difficulty and with an
overwhelming amount of torment choking them. Everyone
swallowed the bitterness before quietly and without excess; began
leaving the meeting. It became abundantly clear that there was no
need for speeches and discussions, but rather another tightening of
their belts as they prepare for yet another battle for bread. Those
who were on the stage (at that time; the word “presidium” was not
yet popular) gathered quietly for a meeting- so they could discuss
what to do in order to mend the situation. No one thought of going
back; but rather they had to figure out a way of striving forward.
In the following days, I couldn’t help but think back to the meeting;
about these quiet and hard-working folks; for the town’s concerned
local and county leaders. But…I wouldn’t say so, if there was no
special occasion. This “but” was a no literary fiction or a whim. This
"but" really existed.
One week later, I had to work through the night as I was urgently
called to aid Docho the barber’s child on the main street of the
municipality. To the right was a solid, city-style house with a pub in
front. From the road way; it was dark, the shutters were closed,
doors locked- it was midnight. But, as I approached from afar, I began
smelling grilled (where exactly did they find meat, enough to have a

barbeque…?) I thought to myself that I was probably imagining it.
But, I also heard muffled singing coming from the courtyard of the
house, like people singing in a closed room - a song of cheerfulness.
Then, I finally thought to myself that there was probably a wedding,
or a birthday celebration- why shouldn’t the people be cheerful? But
why so covertly, with a closed pub, with shutters and curtains down,
so that even light was invisible.
This was all happening in passing as I entered the Docho the barber’s
home. His child had a severe cold, with large inflamed tonsils and a
high fever. I stayed there until the morning…
I immediately headed towards the dispensary. Mr. Srebur stood
stationary besides the stove- warming up his palms. I asked him:
- Mr. Srebur, why did the people not speak up at the meeting?
There were leaders from the city…
And, Mr. Srebur concisely answered:
- They were here then; and they also came here last night- and
he sighed meaningfully and tragically as though he had a lot of
things to say; but he would rather keep quiet.
- Where? – I was curiously intrigued, because I would have taken
the sigh for an artificial, theatrical performance if Mr. Srebur
hadn't sighed so sincerely…
- What do you mean where? At the pub.
- I passed it sometime around midnight, yesterday. It was closed;
the shutters were closed, it was dark.
- The shutters are closed and dark for you and I. But for those
people; there is a special room in the back - for the big ones.
They come here often to eat and drink…have you ever tried
Pirgovo wine?
- Well true, last night I smelled grill- I provoked Mr. Srebur- I’m
telling you the truth- roast, grill…

- I’m not lying, Doc. You will not eat lamb, but last night, they ate
the first suckling. Not only can ordinary people not find meat
anywhere, but for them, it’s possible…
I kept quiet. I understood that it would be pointless if I pressed him
for more information. I didn’t even want to find out who they were;
nor their names, nor where they were coming from…
After some time, after I had left Pirgovo, they had written in the
newspapers how some of these people were removed because of
their expressions that were incompatible with the socialist
principles… A leader can abuse the people's trust; but sooner or later
the people find a way to put him in his rightful place.

XIII
I unexpectedly received an invitation. My colleague- Dr. Penchevfrom the neighbouring district village called Trastenik; wrote to me
that on the occasion of a new deputy’s arrival and the desertion of
the service; he invited his colleagues from the district to visit him at a
farewell lunch. Within the everyday routine of a district doctor; this
was a joyful surprise. I felt flattered by my neighbour’s attention;
whom I had only met once at the meeting with Dr. Kotokov, but
about whom I had learned many good things- about his experience
and popularity among the people as a district doctor. Whether he
had remembered my or he had just invited everyone- was an
insignificant factor. What was more important was the respect and
attention he had graced us with.
And really, Dr. Penchev had done enough, actually more than
enough. Perhaps it was out of joy; that after so many years, he was
finally leaving the village and moving to Ruse’s city hospital as a
resident in neurology. This was not an escape from the rural service;
but a well-deserved relocation, which many doctors could merely
dream for… Hence, why he had prepared a sumptuous feast- he had
tried his best to have roast pork, chicken stew, lamb on a skewer things unseen and untested in these places by these people…
We sat and awaited our new colleague’s arrival. He was to arrive by
train from the train station in Ivanovo; and there a carriage would
bring him to Trastenik. Lunchtime had already transpired and we
were hungry; we left early from the neighboring villages- starved
along the way. At the time; we would travel from village to village by
foot therefore it was natural for us to sustain a good appetite.
Besides, the set table was covered with rich dishes that made us

swallow out saliva. But, there was no other way; we had to waitthere was probably a delay with the train…
Here, at last, the carriage appeared and the exhausted horses
snorted and halted. Getting off the carriage was our well-awaited
colleague. He was young, thin, holding the fact of an ascetic; with
silver frames around his glasses. Everyone cheerfully greeted him.
We were all very close and yet; he kept his distance, restrained,
barely speaking…Dr. Penchev shone with joy. He invited his young
deputy to sit in the most prominent place in front of the table that
was filled of delicacies. However, the man was unperturbed and his
face is becoming more and more stone-like. It was as though the
gaiety could not develop. That was when someone impatient yelled
out:
- Come on, buddy, welcome. Have some of the roasted piglet,
look; there is also a roasted lamb, and even some chicken stew
with onions, a rustic stew, but here they cook it in a very
delicious manner…
The new colleague- whom was now the center of attention as
everyone stared him down- stayed quiet and motionless.
- Just as we are about to reach and grab the food, we halt- it’s
disrespectful. First the guest, then us. And this proximity to the
delicacies irritates the nose, collects saliva in the mouth as our
appetites grow every second…
And in that moment, the new colleague spoke up in an even, icy
voice:
- I am a vegetarian. I do not put dead animals in my stomach…
Dead silence washed throughout the room. We sat there as though
we were just shot at; speechless and mortified. It was as though we
were part of the final tableau act of Inspector by Gogol… The first
person to speak up was Dr. Penchev.

- Well, pal, what would you like us to offer you?
- Some scrambled eggs will be enough.
Now, this is where the turmoil began. It turns out that no one could
find a single egg in the village. There were no eggs; since all of them
were sent to the soldiers, that very morning.
Dr. Penchev started melting out of nervousness. The colleague sat
there; calm as a mummy. The rest of us shifted in our seats on the
bench- wondering how to proceed with this awkwardly transformed
situation.
Eventually, they found two eggs in a distant home; the hens laid
them down too late for them to be picked up- they were still warm
and covered in straw. The situation was saved. But here’s a paradox:
the man calmly tears a piece of bread, consumes the scrambled eggs,
cooked in butter; and yet the rest of us did not want to eat.
We stare at the “dead” animals lying on the trays and we begin
feeling nauseous. No appetites arose. No one reached for the
dishes…we just stared; hypnotized by our slow-chewing colleague,
whom could be disturbed by nothing in that moment…
We said to ourselves - this was how the long-awaited lunch failed as
well as the fun we had been preparing for a whole week ahead. And
in the end, we stayed famished.
When he had finished his meal and drank a glass of water (he did not
even shed a glance towards the jug of wine); our vegetariancolleague carefully folded his napkin and straightened himself
triumphantly. I thought to myself that after all; he would give a
speech. However, he came out to be more prudent.
- Dr. Penchev, please show me to my room. I would like to lie
down and sleep…I always rest in the afternoon.
Dr. Penchev silently led him towards the neighboring house.

Suddenly, a huge sigh sounded through the room- we all felt relieved
and the cheerful atmosphere had been restored. Something had
been unlocked- once again we had transformed into ordinary people,
into ordinary district doctors thriving for some company and some
friendly conversations. Just as the healthy people we were; our
appetites rapidly recovered and soon everything was devoured until
the trays were clean. When Dr. Penchev returned; it was only then
that we realized that we had left nothing for him. He was not angry
with us. Quite the opposite actually- he laughed and visibly relaxed
before thanking us for honoring him with our attention.
Someone tried to clarify the situation with the new colleague. Dr.
Penchev became serious again and sadly replied:
-As we were heading upstairs; the man said, "How could you live so
long among these peasants? I –he continued- am a doctor and I
honor my reputation, what are these rustic feasts?
That was when we found out what type of bird this colleague was.
Not just a bird, but a crow. That was also the look on displayed on his
face…

XIV
The everyday routine settled down once again: examinations in the
outpatient clinic, home visits, especially during the quiet nights when
dogs called out from yard to yard in the quiet streets- and their barks
would draw a diagram of my way to and from the patient’s house.
Often, they would come and lead me from my home; accompanying
me then- but after that, they would leave me to find my own way
back home in the darkness- through snow, rain or mud…
But what could one do - this is what some call manhood and the
hardening in your profession.

That night, I wasn’t traveling too far. It was besides my neighbor
Stoyan’s house. About fifty years old, already outwardly aged from
field work; though this man gave me the impression of a very caring
landlord. He would not enter pubs as he avoided wasting his time. He
always moved back and forth around the yard and in his home when
he was free. His wife was quiet, almost invisible. I often saw her at
my landlady's. They had a daughter of about 15-16 years of age; a
skinny girl with an elongated face holding typical rural beauty…
I describe all of this not by chance. I had the impression that this is a
good close-knit family. And I was not wrong.
Stoyan greeted me- frightened and excited. For the first time, his
mistress- as he would call her- was walking around the house; doing
housework before losing her balance and falling. At first, he thought
that she had tripped. But, the same thing happened again- she lost
her balance…
I had invented my own hammer with a wooden handle and a rubber
end similar to the hammers in neurology. I checked the reflexes as
much as I could. I got her up on her feet and instructed her to close
her eyes- her arms outstretched forward. A moment after that, the
patient stumbled. Stoyan and I caught her in time. I made her walk in
a straight time- two steps later; her feet faltered as though
something had swept under them…
At first, I thought about Meniere's illness - there was no dizziness or
nausea. Her lower limbs exhibited normal reflexes; healthy muscles.
Then, I remembered the experiments on animals- in which the
cerebellum was removed - she had similar symptoms of ataxia…now,
years later, these past thoughts seemed somewhat naive to me, the
symptomatology clear… But then for me, a young village doctor, this
was the first test.
I shivered at the sudden thought: “isn’t this a tumor- a cerebellar
tumor?” For the first time, I had diagnosed someone with a tumor

and I got frightened of myself- am I overestimating myself too quickly
to place this heavy sentence upon the woman, and additionally on
this whole kind-hearted family?
I reminded myself of Popov the paramedic- yes; these are my
abilities; but I wouldn't wait around to see if an aspirin works for her.
I wanted to send her immediately to Dr. Rusev at the neurological
clinic in Ruse. I wrote my first letter requesting a consultation,
entering the alleged diagnosis and the reasons for it.
…..
After around a week, Stoyan returned. Lying in his wagon, was his
wife. She look even more fatigued.
-Doc, you were right. That thing that you said- turns out it was true.
What are we supposed to do now? This is so unfortunate for my wife;
but also for my daughter too…
I completely understood Stoyan’s misery. Within Dr. Rusev’s letter of
response; he illustrated that this deals with cerebellar tumor in the
left localization- and that there was only one chance for an
operation- but in Sofia’s neurosurgical clinic. That was what he had
told Stoyan; and also that they had to hurry, since they had no time
to spare.
In turn, I also wanted to convince him into hurrying. Stoyan began
thinking as he led the sickly woman into the house. He did not say
anything else. I left. I left him with the decision of what to do next; as
well as some time to swallow his pain.
The next evening, he visited me again.
- Doc, is it true that this operation may only be performed in Sofia?

- Yes; I answered, it is quite a challenging operation- it has its risks;
hence why it must be executed by a neurosurgeon professional with
a lot of experience…
- A professional, you say. Is there a cure for this illness- so the
housewife can look after her house, after that?
- It all depends on the outcome of the surgery. She will recuperate;
but she will not be the same as she once was- I tried to carefully
explain to him- neither to neutralize him, nor to give him false
illusions…
- And how much will all of this cost? Will you tell me?
- How much? Traveling in a sleeping wagon for both going and
returning. In Sofia, there’s costs for you to stay at a hotel, for eating…
And the treatment, it is with insurance (at that time the law on free
healthcare had not been issued yet), and you probably have one…
Once again, Mr. Stoyan did not respond. He went home to think; to
consult with himself, as he liked to say.
Two days had passed. He did not come looking for me anymore, and I
felt uncomfortable going to his house and speaking in front of his
wife. On the third day, he appeared- miserable, fatigued and
ashamed.
- Doc- he paused for a long moment, exhaling deeply as he tried
his very best to conceal his excitement- I have decided. Perhaps
it may be wrong in the eyes of God and the people, but I am left
with no other choice. My wife -no matter what happens- she is
doomed anyway. She will pass away with or without the
operation; I think that there is no salvation. It will only prolong
her suffering…

I tried to interrupt him; but he waved his hand to prevent that from
happening and continued:
- I know what you’ll say to me. I thought over every single detail.
And I calculated it all, anyway. Look, Doc, this coming and going
with the train- and a sleeping wagon on top of all this (in those
times, where would one see a peasant driving around in a
sleeping wagon. For that money he would fold into two pieces
to fit in a compartment, he would travel standing up straight;
but to give up that much money? And where would he even
find that money?) And on top of all this; there’s other things to
spend money on! I don’t have that type of money. Well, I could
get them only if I sold the house and the property…(here, he
stopped and thought over his words, before continuing in a
slow, dull and filled with bitter misery voice)- even if I did sell
everything, there is no guarantee that it will even be successful.
Besides, my daughter is about to proceed further with her
studies. I don’t want her to stay stupid. She was a strong
student at school, why should the girl remain uneducated? This
money that I would spend are better off heading to her
studies…
- You’re right – I told him- but after all, it’s about being humane.
She’s your wife, a mother…
- That’s true, but she told me: “Stoyan, things aren’t looking too
good for me, because of this illness. Look after our child. It’s
bad growing up with no mother, but with no father, it will be
even worse...” That’s what she said to me. For the child…

I remembered about a story my mother used to tell me when I was a
child: after a shipwreck, an experienced sailor, a father, was
swimming in the stormy sea as his wife and daughter were latching
onto him. The sailor- however- loses strength when dragging both of
them. That was when the mother loosens her grip and leaves the
father to save their child…
That was a story- either real or fictional. Yet, Stoyan stood in front of
me, his wife and daughter- and I was shaken up by the tragedy of this
family. To successfully make my first serious diagnosis and remain
helpless before a simple logic- having to pick between his wife and
his daughter. This dilemma was not one a case that could be found in
some book or a textbook. Life was replacing them…
On the next day, I saw Stoyan had bought a schoolbag for his
daughter. He was tightening the cart so he could take his child to
Ruse. Their daughter had been enrolled in the high school and she
would find accommodation in the city.
After some time, Stoyan was left alone.
And until this day- I don’t know whether I should justify him or not?

XV
Life in the village continued running its course. The everyday routine
had swallowed me whole. I had gained professional experience, but I
could not achieve professional apathy that made some doctors
insensitive to their patients and their troubles outside their narrow
medical duties. I was excited about the sick patient but would not
only class them as the sick- but as people, with their whole social
complex - I wanted to get closer and merge with their soul, with their
sorrows and joys. I lived through everything; as though part of my life
walked through the fire of their misery or I intersected with their
joys. I think that only then, a doctor changes from a professional to a
humanist…
Here, a young family lived by the upper fountain in the village. They
had a baby- barely even a year old- suffering from
bronchopneumonia. The parents were profusely panicking and I was
to help and live through all of this suffering together with them.
Before their eyes, a small, living being is extinguished, which they had
expected and which made them happy…Even I was ashamed – I had
already began hoping in the forces of nature - I hoped the child
would survive this condition. In any case, I was not at all interested in
the percentages and theoretical problems in the study of infant
mortality. For these young parents, it will be 100% and if they lose
their child, there will be no arguments or percentages that I would
use in efforts to reassure them… doubt creeps into me - what kind of
doctor am I if the life of this baby slips through my fingers…I have to
go but my knees are weak - how can I let these young people face
death alone in the eyes of their dearest…
Somewhere in the other end of the village- another large drama was
unfurling. A 14-year old boy was lying in his death bed; his lungs were
deteriorated by tuberculosis. This was the fourth child in the family,
dying from the “King’s Evil.” The father- large, tall, with a wax face,
large mustache and a good-natured look stares at me in desperation;

his bright blue eyes filled with tears; which he wiped off with his
shaggy hat. I began suspecting the father and his coughing;
supposedly from cigarettes, but it still seemed to me that he should
go to Ruse for an X-ray…When he returned and showed me the
results, I shuddered: pulmonary cavernous tuberculosis.
I am professionally satisfied- the reason is clear- but I am morally
depressed. Nothing can stop the force deteriorating this family. At
the time, the fatal outcome of this disease was seen as common from
a professional point of view; justifying the uselessness in terms of
therapy. Moreover at that time, streptomycin was only available at
the University Children's Clinic in Sofia. It was used to treat the first
cases of tuberculous meningitis, there were no initial results yet… My
heart was strained as I felt the father’s agony- left alone with his
younger son, the boy who was a very good junior high student, whom
he had hopes for, and who was now fading away…
And here, this is the exact depressive state I fall into when I get called
in for an emergency. The secretary-tax collector, who had been
missing for three-four days was found… buried in a haystack - neither
breathing nor moving… From afar I saw the gathered group of curious
bystanders. Mr. Srebur and the municipal policeman dispersed the
onlookers. I stooped over the “corpse” and a sharp whiff of alcohol
hit me in the face. I auscultated the heart - deaf but perceptible heart
tones, the pulse was weak; it was perceived and regular… I gave him
a caffeine injection. Until I had noticed, Mr. Srebur had begun his
own set of therapies- he dunked a bucket of cold water on the
secretary-tax collector’s face. Here was the miracle: the “deceased”
had resurrected; blinking through his wet eyelashes…Should one be
angry, should they laugh?
The secretary-tax collector was an old alcoholic, otherwise kind and
helpful, why would you get angry at him… When he was sober, he
was also an intelligent interlocutor…

With Petko Boyanov, the violinist of the village, the issue is more
serious. His stomach grew swollen. Otherwise, Petko was weak with
defined cheekbones; but his stomach betrayed the presence of
ascites, a typical alcoholic cirrhosis. Laennec would confirm the
diagnosis at first sight, and as for the anamnesis; there was no need
to ask whether the patient was an alcoholic. Petko was a known
champion of the intoxicated- and not only in Pirgovo. But otherwise,
he was quiet, peaceful; cheerful and kind- he had never hurt anyone
with his drinking. On the contrary, he made people happy with his
violin, not one party or wedding happened without his presence. And
the people loved him. Hence, why many of them had pitied him
when his condition worsened. I did an abdominal puncture, I
strengthened the heart; I tried to do everything to relieve him…And
he was nice to me - a real musician at heart, and the saying fit him
perfectly: “He who sings, does not think evilly”…This was the type of
man Petko was…I felt as though I was friends with him, instead of
him being my patient…
At the beginning of the village, lived a young man who had just been
released from his military duties due to illness. His father cried and
said: “His son is healthy and literate, he has a toothache. The dentist
from the military camp did his job - he pulled out the tooth. Not only
did the wound not heal; but it has swollen, hardened and he had
received sharp pains- even a strong trismus…After some time, the
wound grew, eroding at his upper jaw, his left cheek grew even more
swollen; leaving his face disfigured. People tried to treat him; they
did some irradiation with a device, but nothing helped…
I barely managed to make him open his mouth, before I caught the
typical whiff of decay and puss- a sarcoma had developed, insidiously
adjacent to the tooth- gradually destroying the maxilla. But here, in a
village, how could you possibly explain to the father that the reason
had not been due to the extraction of the tooth and that the dentist
had no fault or at least insofar as he had not delved further into the

status. Beside, how could he guess when it all started so innocently with a banal toothache…that this was the beginning of a malignant
process? The father neither understood nor could and wants to
understand the objectivity of the explanation, for him the subjective
was important - his son was suffering. He wanted him to stop
suffering, to stop the pain…I give him an injection for pain relief. But,
within me was the feeling of helplessness which oppressed me and
the sorrow that burned me… Could a village doctor be indifferent,
isn't a village like one big family, these people are in front of my eyes
every day, together…It’s different in a large city- there, the people
are strangers to one another- even if they live on the same streeteven more so if they live in one building…they do not consider
themselves as relatives… There, the doctor arrives, examines,
prescribes the prescription and leaves- he lives in a distant
neighborhood, far from his patients and though he may visit them, it
will be at a certain time, at his working hours. In the village, the
doctor is neighbors with everyone. And just like everyone's neighbor,
it is quite often that one would deal with neighborhood disputes;
which most of the time end up being comical.
Here, in Pirgovo I had several patients, with which I had a hard time
dealing with them. There were a few women over the age of fifty, in
a good, healthy condition, as the people would say, but who liked to
be pampered not only by their husbands, but also to call the doctor
for nonsense- and he was obliged to visit them, to examine them…
Often one of them, a dangerous recidivist in this regard, liked to be
given calcium injections intravenously, just to …strengthen her
bones. She called me to her house, ostensibly as a matter of urgency,
and insisted on getting an injection. I found no reason and asked why
she was insisting. And she answered: "That other doctors would give
it to me regularly…" and I felt as though she was dissatisfied with my
refrain from obeying to her desire, I was risking the creation of an
enemy in her face. In the village, according to the formula

"everyone’s neighbour" this was dangerous, God forbid they would
start spreading rumors that you don't want to treat them… Anyway, I
finally understood the truth: “…through an intravenous injection of
calcium gluconate… it became pleasant in all end parts of the body…”
A form of masochism through medication and in the presence of a
doctor (the doctor was a young man, this fact cannot be ignored,
otherwise how could one explain the great readiness of such women
and their wants to be thoroughly examined and listened to, especially
for palpitations, without reason).
I flatly refused and left. I lost a patient, but I gain my own conscience
and dignity; along with my medical morale… I went to the clinic and
kept quiet. Mr. Srebur, always the most accurately informed, smiled
slightly and said:
- I understood that that woman called you, the one in the home
opposite of Rekin's house. How many doctors this woman has
played. But only if she was…
I explained to him that I had declined treating her…
- So you are a big daredevil. But, good that you did so. Sooner or
later, someone had to say ‘no’ to her. Even her husband is a
fool…

XVI
Within the early dusk hours, I left for Ruse.
I walked to the train station. The first fluctuating days of spring had
arrived — sometimes it would rain; other times the last snowflakes
would visits; or the sun would shine before the sky suddenly turned
gray; and the mud — the rural mud — those who haven’t trampled
within it had no idea. But still, spring was on its way.
I walked along the lengthy way besides the vineyards. The warm
scent of the earth permeated around me, as though the ground was
breathing; releasing milky white fumes from its surface…The sky that
morning was a clear, bright blue. Encompassing the area was silence.
When I got on the train and fused with the other passengers, I felt
that pulsation of life within the steady rattling of the wagon and the
noise of the conversations; which were birthed only through the
movement. I thought to myself- without dynamics; there is no
flourishment. There were colleagues who had already calmed down
and halted their development in one area of their lives- everything
was going well for them, and with that came an increased amount of
self-confidence, which had boosted them up to their ceilings:
everything to do with medicine had become clear to them, they
cured impeccably and had reported incredible cases of success.
Whilst I, had begun losing that little part of self-confidence that I
owned. Later on, I realized that these "big diagnoses" were, in fact,
very common colds, disorders, or conditions that went away on their
own. Others did not go outside the village dispensary clinic- they
assumed that there could be improvement through self-learning,
coming from practice found in their previous case. But by chance,
self-learning was always held a risk of self-delusion and dizziness…
This was why I utilized every visitation to Ruse, to visit a clinic or a
ward in the district hospital. Most often, I visited the X-ray
department, where I not only got acquainted with the X-rays of some

of my patients, but I also presented a wider interest towards the
diagnosis.
Meanwhile, there was also another reason. In the village, there was
no bath, and in the city hospital; I was permitted to use their bath. It
was old- designed in a Turkish styled and placed in the center of the
hospital. That day, it was used by men. I would not have remembered
it, if something hadn’t happened within that bath that would later
make my life head in a new direction…
I went in to take a shower. As soon as I began washing the soap off
my head, I saw the bather opposite me. Perhaps, I wouldn't have
paid attention if my gaze- when I had just opened my right eyehadn't landed on the height of my neighbor's neck; at the site of the
carotid artery. It pulsed rapidly and visibly inflated the skin- maybe
with a heart rate above 150 per minute; at least that's what it
seemed like to me.
I edged closed to the bather and said to me:
- Comrade, I think it is better if you shower with lukewarm water
before going to the changing room…It is very hot and stuffy
here…
He curiously stared at me for a moment, even backed up a little bit
before answering me in a tired voice:
- I too, felt as though something is happening to me.
I led him into the changing room and made him lie down before
inquiring one of the clothed individuals in the room to go call a
doctor. I went back to finish my shower.
When I reappeared in the changing room, I found it to be empty. I got
dressed and headed to the X-Ray department…This time I had no
luck. Due to some significant patient, Dr. Kazandjiev had been called
in for a consultation; therefore I returned to the city.

There had been a third reason for my visitation adventure to Ruse.
That night, I went to a concert. The young violinist from the USSR was
visiting Ruse and played – Kozolupeva, who performed the concert in
D major by Beethoven accompanied by the Ruse Philharmonic. For
that time and the lengthy "desolation" from the world of music in
Pirgovo (I didn't even have a radio there); everything seemed
wonderful to me. The soloist played well yet the orchestra proved to
not be in its best shape. Regardless, more importantly I was able to
hear this wonderful Beethoven concert live.
When the soloist finished and was followed up by a burst of
applause, something within me made me think back to the patient I
had diagnosed with tachycardia…Immediately, I headed back to the
hospital instead of quietly going back to the village.
When I entered the inner ward, I was greeted by the doctor on duty. I
asked about "my" patient. It turned out that there was an
improvement, the pulse improved, though it was still acceleratedthe patient was asleep. In the large hospital room, on one of the
beds, slept the same patient I saw under the showers that same day.
I calmed down.
At first, the doctor on duty did not understand who I was. He had
thought that I was part of the city committee- but for who and what
my duties where- he dared not ask. When I told him, that I am no
responsible person; but rather an ordinary village district doctor in
Pirgovo, the man relaxed, brightened up and said to me:
- Really? I was a district doctor there, last year. Tough district,
right? Ask about Dr. Nenchev; you’ll see that everyone knows
me.
But how did it turn out that he did not ask me for my name, nor did I
tell him. I just remained the "district doctor" of the Pirgovo village, a
rural doctor. That was it.

I left, feeling cheerful and calm. I had already missed the evening
train. So, I went to spend the night at Stoyancho’s hotel.

XVII
The village was not only filled by sick people. Most of them were
actually healthy. For some doctors, even the latter individuals were
potential patients. But, a district doctor cannot live detached from
the people, closed away within his profession. At least, I could not do
so.
Those were times filled with enthusiasm, slogans and aspirations. The
new life had to wash away grief and pessimism and change the
people. Some dealt with this in a lighter manner; to "replace" people,
but that was a tough measure, more repulsive than helpful. And
there people, the villagers, they wanted to believe and they believed
when everything went well.
Indeed, Pirgovo at that time was quite isolated from the world. No
radios, nor newspapers that arrived on time; it was also not known
who received them or who read them. The village was in an apparent
need of an awakening. Who should have done this; if not the
intellectuals?
Teachers placed special efforts to teach students; but they had no
time for extracurricular activities. I had befriended Junior High school
principal, Ivanov, a well-read and active young man; the priest, young
and energetic, but he looked after the church.
One bright boy, Nikola Renikov, studied agronomy and also loved the
village. Where was my place? Naturally, with the young people. But
how do I get started? In the village, there was only one smooth,
whitewashed wall- that was the wall of the town hall. One day, I got a
ladder and paint began to draw in close-up male and female versions
of builders; with the inevitable shovel, pickaxe and flag. The youth
had to be excited. Some were shocked by this courageous act of
mine. What will Mayor Stefan say! They did not know that I had
already received his approval, he had recovered and was grateful, as

well as gaining confirmation from the village party committee. But it
had been decided that that a surprise effect will be utilized…
And really, this surprise was huge. Both the young and the elderly
accepted the circumstances with a positive reaction. Only old
Zharnaliev, with the large, bushy mustache, made a remark in his
own style:
“I see you, doc; you're talkative and you paint, but I don't understand
why you don't have a glass of wine. You seem to be a sectarian… "for him the term sectarian meant the same as the word restraint…
Anyway, something woke up and changed within these people. With
the support of the local intellectuals and the leadership; I decided to
gather all the bright young men and women and do vocal
propaganda. I brought my small “Hohner” accordion with a 32 bassbut it was enough. We began out rehearsals; the young people got
carried away, they just got attached to this idea, and this exact idea
was the one that united people much better than the effects of some
dry, instructive meetings…
And so, in May, we took on the stage at the inter-village youth fair. At
that time, the concept of a festival had not yet been created; and
even without this pretentious and foreign concept; we sang and
performed- winning first place. Pride overcame the village; there was
cheers amongst the young people and their parents. Now I
remember this joyful experience for us all; though the performance
level was not far from being simple; it gushed with sincerity and
purity coming from the souls. It was not infected by the forgeries of
semi-professionalism, which thus tarnished folk songs and youth
outbursts, only for the sole purpose of "winning" a medal.

The importance laid within the fact that the village was awakened
with cultural life and artistic activities. People whom were skeptical
towards my active state were also found: “the doctor should look
after his doctor things, why is he bothering with these jobs…”, but
these were the inevitable rural pessimists, semi-intellectuals,
unfortunately some of my colleagues ... but this is not surprising.
Years later, when I had already become an assistant at ISUL and I was
the only one to broadcast the first popular medically scientific
lectures on Bulgarian television; there were colleague-critics with
great pretensions; behind which hid their ineptness…and malice- a
universal scar of the envious…
In the following morning, I arrived at the dispensary- feeling merry
and cheerful. Mr. Srebur was obviously happy, proud and satisfied:
- What else should I say to you, Doc? You are a people’s man,
one of us. There are others who have turned up their noses
because they are scholars. But you are also a scholar; a
musician and a painter, you can do more than them - both with
the sick and the healthy…
Then, he pointed towards a large, yellow envelope laying on my desk:
- A letter just arrived from the prosecutor in Ruse.
It all happened so quickly. Once again, I had returned to the world of
the medical, everyday routine.

XVIII
Here is a summary of the prosecutor’s letter:
“During the blasting of the nearby stone quarries besides the very
bank of the Danube; about a kilometer and a half away from Pirgovo,
a large mass of stones and rubble buried one of the stonemasonworkers. The prosecutor suspected that there may have been an
attempt to cover up a previously committed crime in this way, and
that this had not been just an accidental misfortune. Perhaps, the
worker had been killed beforehand; and then covered with rock mass
from the explosion; as there were reports that the stonemason was
not on good terms with any of the other workers. Hence, it has been
ordered for an autopsy to be performed on the body by the district
doctor of Pirgovo. Please proceed with the case.”
I had to immediately proceed with the autopsy. I concluded that
there would theoretically be two ways out- either the relatives of the
murdered individual would be morally satisfied that the killer had
been found; or an innocent person would have his life tainted before
being thrown into prison. Every single one of my incorrect
judgements would be a mistake that would damage either one of the
sides…
At that time, the district doctors maintained authority and great
rights, because the doctor (even without specializing in something or
they have just finished their internship) were treated with the
respect reserved for specialists. Later on, the specialists destroyed
this ongoing respect for the general practitioner, but that’s why they
began focusing on looking through the narrow gap of their specialty;
which led them to lose the experience of the widespread practice.
But, I was living in a village when the district doctor had to know and
be able to do everything; to even be able to handle being a medical
examiner…

The autopsy took place in the open, on the shore of the Danube;
right under the stone barrier…there was no shed nor an enclosed
area around. It was a warm and sunny day. The corpse was placed
upon an elongated, flat stone. In some places, it was quite disfigured
but all in all, completely preserved.
Before I arrived at the scene, I reread the rules for opening a corpse
from the Geirke’s pages. The most important step was my decision of
whether the stonemason had been dead prior to the explosion or
that suffocation was responsible for his death. Thus, the main criteria
would be the lung’s conditions. I inspect their surfaces- separated by
the pleura- and see emphysematous blisters, bullae protruding from
the surface of the lungs; as per Geirke’s descriptions.
In that moment, I remember Dr. Sivchev’s assistant; whom taught us
to be extremely accurate with autopsy examinations and to connect
the physiology of what we saw with the clinic and our knowledge.
And so - the victim had been alive during the time of the explosion,
breathing, but after, when he was covered by rocks and sand, he
suffocated (acute asphyxia - acute bullous emphysema). If he had
been dead before - there would be no such phenomenon…
Mr. Srebur stood to the side, serious and important; swinging at the
flies with a large twig whilst the field-keeper chased away the
bystanders perched high behind the stones; staring at the horrible
but intriguing scene. According to the prosecutor's order, an official
representative of the government was authorized to be present - the
deputy mayor or, as he was called, the Mayor Stefan. But, he could
not handle the sight of the scene as he sat far away, behind a rock,
waiting for my decision and the protocol following it.
Right in that moment, along the Danube River floated a passenger
ship. These passengers were unaware that only ten meters from
them; an autopsy was performed in the open. They were staring in an
attempt to admire nature’s beauty. Perhaps, no one noticed that on

the shore something unusual was happening. People gathered on the
deck, some directed their binoculars, others waved or shouted
something, but the ship passed and their yells died down…
I went to Mayor Stefan, to share and explain the findings leading to
the fact that this was not a premeditated murder; just a freak
accident - an accident.
- Gee! – He said- Look how science has helped. It’s a shame for
the man; but it’s a good thing that no one else will get hurt and
be thrown into jail. I know them stonemasons; they’re good
workers, good people…Well, there must have been a
misunderstanding, but now it’s all cleared up…Doc, write the
protocol so I can send it off…
Right in that moment, one of the town hall officials came and handed
him an emergency telegram. Stefan read it and to my surprise, told
me:
- You are ordered to leave for Ruse, effective immediately. The
district doctor is calling you.
- Why? - I automatically inquire.
- The ‘why’ has not been covered. Go back to the dispensary,
write up the protocol and leave it in my room before taking the
wagon and leaving immediately. Sign here so there is no
misunderstanding and that you’ve been informed- whilst
turning to the clerk, he added: - Tell them that Ioto will be
joining him; so he can finish that job in town…

The solemn and strict tone which Stefan was utilizing had startled
me.
Moreover, Ioto is none other than the village policeman; so how
come he is traveling now? In that time, the times were particular,
more dynamic.
But, some calls for references and clarifications would sometimes
have more serious consequences. Besides, I already knew what this
“emergency!” was about- the district doctor did not have that kind of
power and authority and instruct such things.
I also knew of Stefan’s gratitude towards me but like every personduring his sick days he has hoped that he was ready for anything- but
when he had recuperated; that feeling of gratitude had
disappeared…perhaps the expression on my face must have betrayed
my thoughts, because Stefan, regardless of his serious façade,
politely said to me:

- Doc, bon voyage, I hope it goes well…just know that from my
behalf; everything is well…
I left for the village. I did not say anything else. Stefan continued:
- Just so you know…from my behalf; everything is well…

XIX
When I left for the city in the mayor’s wagon; accompanied by the
village’s policeman- what thoughts did not come to mind. I thought
over everything, both close and distant- but I found nothing that
would bring out the real reason as to why they were calling for me to
come. In the village, my work was going well with no issues and the
people were satisfied. I actively participated in the public life and I
was especially close to the young people since I was also a young
person; but does anyone know where he went wrong or where a
signal will come from…then you run and attempt to prove that it
wasn’t one way or another… The opinion, and the “impression” of
one individual could change the life of another individual and the
latter could have no idea where this had come from; as people say…
We travelled, I don’t know for how long, before the wagoner pulled
me out of my thoughts:
- Doc, we’ve arrived. You can get off, yeah?
I looked at him in wonder. I turned around to look at the policeman
beside me. However, he was gone. He had gotten off earlier. He got
off without bothering me- he had seen that something was on my
mind; so he had waved his hand and went off to work on his own
job…
This had changed my condition a little. But just a little. Since the
district chief was calling you, perhaps the “outcome” was with him.
But before he could even open the door, my acquaintance Lyubka
said:
- C’mon, Doc, since when is the district doctor waiting for you?
He instructed me to call you immediately on the phone, so I
called Pirgovo. I actually called again a while ago, but they told
me that you were on your way. I was afraid that you would be
late, because he hates it when people are late. Just so you

know, he is very strict when he has to deal with a serious
matter…
That, I did not know…All I knew, was that she was very talkative and
chattered for a moment, but now, before she stopped, she slowed
her speech, lowered her voice, and meaningfully added; almost
mentally:
- Your question is serious. It has to do with you; with your future.
Hence, be very careful as to what and how you’ll answer him.
Dr. Kotokov politely greeted me, but it seemed a little restrained and
his voice was even and low:
- Bud, there was a story circling around concerning a patient in
the District hospital’s bathroom. You were there. The hospital’s
chief physician is calling you. He is an understanding man. If
something happens…call me.
My knees weakened. So, this has nothing to do with any thoughts
brought by my overthinking state when I was traveling in the wagon;
but it seems more unpleasant. Perhaps, that man had passed away
and they’re making a survey; I learned from the doctor on duty that
he was getting better… This "they call you to go" - it is not only
obligatory, but it also holds responsibility if I decide against going and
return to the village. But, they are bound to find me, then what will I
become- an ordinary village, district doctor that will only argue back
with them…And the more superiors call him, the more selfconfidence would be lost by the subordinate; even if he has the
purest conscience…
This time, I felt as though the distance I traveled to the hospital was
much longer. It was though I kept walking, but never seemed to
reach it as I went over everything from the beginning to the end;
without finding some type of reason…

I told myself, whether it would be best if I kept quiet and just left the
showers, without the need to involve myself; besides whatever
would have happened to the man; it would have happened without
my intervention…No, I told myself, I could do no such thing in front of
my conscience. At that time, I didn't think about conscience or duty,
but I did it on my own, it didn't even occur to me to pass by in order
to ensure the peace of mind due to non-interference… I just did it
spontaneously, in a human way…
I did not know the chief physician of the hospital. He was not in the
administrative building; but rather in the doctor’s cabinet. On the
door, hung the sign “Dr. Goranov- Skin and Venereal Diseases”. I
knocked and entered. In the first moment, I thought to myself that I
had accidentally entered some scene with decorations from the
medieval era. It was semi-dark. The light emitted by the weak,
electric lightbulb reflected off the brown-red color of the high pulpit,
semicircular, with a wooden construction. At first I didn't even notice
anything but an elongated head tucked between two tall shoulders
that protruded from behind the pulpit. After that, I noticed that
down in front, about a meter and a half away, there was an
abandoned wooden chair. Thus, the patient entering could not reach
the pulpit. With the help of the additional lamp; the light was
directed at the person sitting in the chair; thus the examination was
performed from a distance.
The sitting individual behind the pulpit was the chief physician. I
stood upright, edging a little closer to him before introducing myself.
He did not change his posture, instead just picked up the telephone
handset and briefly stated:
- The man from Pirgovo has arrived…okay.
When I could not comprehend what the answer had been on the
other side of the line; I felt quite perplexed. But that was for a short
period of time. The door swung open with no knock and someone

entered with an energetic pace. When the light shone on his face, I
recognized him as the sick patient with paroxysmal tachycardia, the
same…
- Hello, Doctor, did you recognize me? It’s me; my name is
Siromahov. Well, I have to thank you for the situation that took
place under the shower. Sit down. Welcome…
I was confused and sheepish; my only response a nod of the head.
But, I stayed upright, because even though the invitation to sit down
was really useful; the chair on which the bare-skinned patients sat
did not appeal to me. Moreover, Siromahov stayed standing as well. I
felt uncomfortable.
- Where were you born, doc? – He asked me directly- And where
did you study?
- From Sofia. That is where I pursued and graduated in medicine.
That is when the chief doctor took the floor and slowly said whilst
highlighting some of the vowels:
- This is our fellow comrade Siromahov. We called you in due to
his demands (it struck me that it was not due to his request, but
rather his demands; which meant that his position must be very
high and his word was followed…). We have decided to offer
you an internship with us at the hospital- he said before turning
to look at Siromahov to gain his approval.
Siromahov glanced back at him, then at me; nodding his head and
stating:
- Yes, it’s true. Which position are you interested in?
- But, I apologize- I said, feeling even more confused and
sheepish- Thank you, but what will Dr. Kotokov say about this? I
am a district doctor…
- We know. We agreed with Kotokov (this word seemed magical
then. Having it be uttered meant that there was no doubt; it

had already been agreed! Don’t ask anymore!)- And the chief
physician went on to address Siromahov in a voice that
reported and awaited approval: “And Kotokov, himself, gave a
very good description… (I was surprised because Kotokov saw
me very rarely, it is obvious that Lyubka, the laboratory
assistant, was responsible for this job. It turned out that way;
since she was the one warning me that the issue is very serious.
"It's about your future." This Lyubka knew everything…).
- Well, tell us what specialty you would like to pursue- Siromahov
began as he started to list out everyone: Nenchev is in the
internal compartment; Penchev from Trastenik is with the
nerve department one, and you…
I had the imprudence to interrupt him:
- I apologize, I'm interested in radiology. My dissertation was
focused on that area…
Goranov then got involved:
- Well, I thought that there is one spot in pathology…
But, Siromahov did not hear him as he rapidly instructed:
- Let Kazandjiev come…He called on the telephone:
- Kazandjiev to come to the Chief Doctor by orders of Siromahov.
To leave the photos and come immediately, to my office, in the
clinic.
Now, Goranov became more serious. It was clear that these two
individuals knew how to lead the staff "strictly"… That's how it was.
Dr. Kazandjiev, head of the X-ray department, arrived immediately.
- Ah, this is our colleague from Pirgovo, I know him. He often
circles around my department; he is interested in radiology and
looks at his patients’ X-rays; that he sends to us. You know,
there are others who are satisfied only by the results…

- Do you have a vacant spot available? – Siromahov interrupted
him, proving that he is well aware of his late explanations.
- Unfortunately, I don’t. I have already asked for another
position, but…- Kazandjiev became nervous and abruptly
stopped. He realized that his reproach was directed at the chief
physician and that it was not convenient to make this known to
Siromahov, and also to me, the outsider. These were insider
details- this is how these personnel and place issues were
mysteriously covered…
- I am talking about the pathology department again; we don’t
have a person there- Goranov intervened.
- The boy wants radiology; we are not taking him in so he can fill
in whatever empty places we have- That was how Siromahov
suddenly concluded the discussion before continuing:
- Bad, Kazandjiev, this is bad. We just found you a good, young
doctor since you and the other two have already progressed
with the matter… But nothing is lost - This time he turned to me
- Write an application for becoming an X-ray resident. We will
fix the other details. We will create another position,
Kazandjiev…
- We must apply for permission from the Ministry- the Chief
physician answers, trying to prove that it’s not as easy as it
sounds- And the district committee...
Siromahov did not even shed a glance towards him as he continued
talking to me:
- Rest assured, the matter will be settled. Write your application
and leave it in the office. And now, goodbye, I have a meeting.
They are waiting for me…

It became clear to me that Siromahov was the one holding an
immense amount of power that allowed him to come up with
conclusions regarding the round-up of the hospital. On the way back,
I remembered that I had not understood exactly what position he
held; but I decided against digging deeper. It was clear that he was
part of the district committee. He was not a doctor; but merely
Comrade Siromahov.
Here is how a coincidence became a happy reason to fulfill my desire
- to become a radiologist…I walked along the main street of Ruse,
alone, and I had no one to share my joy with. I felt relieved. I stopped
at the well-known confectionery owned by Yusuf the Albanian, on
the square; opposite the garden with the monument, and treated
myself to the case with cake and boza.
I left, slowly passing the square before making a turn on the first
street and seeing the memorial plaque: “Annie Venture Died Here”.
This made me going into the museum and examine the exhibition…I
halted in front of a display case containing the belongings of Mois
Tadjer; who died in an anti-fascist struggle - clothes, a cap and a red
small purse with two old levs and… a note asking for the money to be
given to his wife. Something made me associate all of this with
Siromahov. Perhaps, he has also experienced and survived similar
events and fortunately survived…, and yet he would have ridiculously
died in a bathroom…
I later learned that he was in the resistance; now a member of the
District Committee. He had kept it within himself that humane feeling
that sustained him during the struggle – his love for people…

XX
I arrived back to the village. Suddenly, I felt overwhelmed by a sense
of bifurcation. From one side- happiness resulted from the fact that I
had finally become a radiologist (“what district doctor doesn’t dream
of becoming free from the duties set in a village; to be able to finally
dress in a white doctor’s overcoat and to be granted entrance in a
department; rather than trudging through mud; hiding under shrubs
when it’s pouring rain; or shivering in the chilly winter nights as you
walk through the ghastly dark village streets”- as a colleague of mine
would say).

On the other hand- I adored (what a wonderful, accurate and
heartfelt word) for these villagers; whom I grew comfortable living
with- or rather due to our conversations; the feeling of importance
grew and I could definitely feel as though I am an independent
doctor. I grew fond of them because I could tell that these people
dealt with me in a matter that was filled with warmth- they trusted
me- though I was quite young and every young individual was still
inexperienced. Even Mayor Stefan- whom was classed as a solemn
man- called the district doctor on duty when I was away in Ruse- and
had said the most wonderful things about me; that the villagers had
been pleased with me, that a person from that city had finally come
to them and whom did not come filled with the arrogance presented
by some of the previous doctors…and also that I had awakened the
village- in a cultural sense…(I had found this information out once
again from Lyubka the laboratorian; whom along with Dr. Kotokov
eavesdropped on that entire telephone conversation). Therefore, it
was no coincidence that Kotokov gave the most positive description
of me to the chief physician. And this had all happened as I was
travelling from the village and to the district hospital situated in Ruse.
This is a case of expediency which we can learn from even
nowadays).
Tough months had passed through the village. But, the difficulties
may be forgotten: and since I did not have my own home; when I got
a room in Docho the barber’s house- I had to wash the ceiling with
soap and water and the burning foam dripped into my eyes, and for
the fact that the supply was not difficult, but downright impossible
(and the people did not have a lot, I also did not have…). Not to
mention the case when I bought four gas lamps and placed one on
each wall, and when I lit them up - it lit up and the world looked
different to me (due to the fact that I had burned all of my gas and I
soon switched to one lamp until the next order came through…).

Finding food products was difficult- even from Ruse’s market- one
could hardly find anything at a high price; besides people could not
offer who knows what…
I grew to love that pure soul of rural kindness and simplicity. They
had hope that if they ever felt sick; I would be able to restore their
health, but even when they weren’t ill or being treated by me, in me
that if they got sick I would restore their health, but even without
them being sick and treated by me; they would politely take off their
hats and caps as a doctor passed them before greeting me with a
bright expression and a “Ha, welcome.”
Not that there were no bad people. There is no village without them.
But, when I divide people into categories of good and bad, I make
mistakes that tend to side with the people that have treated me wellas I have treated them, as for the other who for some reason did not
find the correct way of communicating with me.
But when I divide people into good and bad, I will be wrong, it is
better for people who have treated me well and as I have treated
them, and for others who for some reason did not find a way to
communicate with me, and neither did I. That's right. Some small
gossip and rumors circled around about the young Nikolcho Rekinov;
who at the time studied to become a paramedic, but failed and who,
while there was no other medical personnel in the village, treated
and gave injections and so word travelled fast (he had allegedly
complained that I was trying to drive him out of the village because
he had been the one giving out injections and) that he was making a
lot of money out of it.

Another time, he went around talking about me, "This doctor is
walking around, acting as though he is more knowledgeable about
rural diseases than I am.”) But this gossip stayed gossip. When I met
up with Renikov, we not only came to a mutual understanding, but
we also befriended each other, and later on when I was already in
Sofia, he would often come to visit us (he had become an agronomy
student); and I also visited him in Ruse, where he would later move.
The hot, summer days had arrived when the entire village began
hanging around in the meadows and fields, among the vineyards.
There were times when I was the only one in the village; in the
dispensary. Even Mr. Srebur would go out and work somewhere.
During those days, the only person who would keep me company
was Docho the barber’s six-year old child. He and his wife would
spend the entire day working in the fields, therefore they would
leave the little one in my hands. On the first day, I was just amazed for his age, he looked extra awake, mobile, a child with bright, filled
with life eyes, while only knowing six words: mom, dad, bread, dog,
water, and poo… such a poor vocabulary. And I felt as though he was
trying to ask me something, or tell me something, but he had no
words and this was not due to a physical or cerebral immaturity, but
because there was simply no one to speak or deal with him.
I decided to make an attempt; I began talking to him, telling him
stories whilst simultaneously drawing out the figures of my words. I
explained to the parents that they would have to comply with the
orthography I was suggesting.

And something interesting happened – within a month or two, the
child not only built up a rich vocabulary and “spoke”, but she began
correcting his parents’ Ruse, village dialect. In them, the bioelectric
signals flowing through the muscles of their tongues (which are
commanded by the brain) are derived from information (sound and
motor) facial and lip movement coming from their childhood, parents
and their environment. However, their child received this
information from me and so, his speech was not influenced by the
Ruse dialect. His correct speech was affected by other bioelectric
stimuli, in which the contraction and relaxation of the tongue’s
muscles led to the pronunciation of the cultural "e" instead of the
soft Ruse "ye".
I mention this case in detail, because later, when I became a
radiologist at ISUL, we started with a professor St. Stoykov research
in this field. He was our famous philologist and researcher of dialect
speeches in different areas of Bulgaria. We made X-Ray images to
visualize the position of the tongue and larynx with various dialects.
Later on, one of my classmates from high school, our professor in the
Old Bulgarian language M. Yanakiev and I began wondering whether
microelectrodes could not be implanted in the tongue in order to
establish the voltage changes of the individual muscle groups caused
by different dialects. But this did not happen - the approach seemed
witty, but not physiological, and then there was no such fine
micromechanics.
By the way I continued my experiment with the child in the village;
but in a simpler way. I played on my small “Hohner” accordion for
him to listen, told him in which case the music would illustrate some
of the lyrics appearing in the background, while some of the
characters “sung”.

I topped this all with some drawings. There was a synthesis of
speech, music and graphics. (The term "audio-visual method" had not
yet appeared at the time, which is now commonplace with a
gramophone, radio tape recorder or video recordings taped on the
television and further formats.
But, in honor of the pedagogical techniques of our native school,
many years before that, the children of our country would be
educated in schools via a complex way with a so-called “visual
education.”
What I had applied to this little child was a synthesis based on our
primary teacher’s experience in primary classes; since I was also a
teacher’s son, my mother having been a primary school teacher.
Anyway, for one summer, the child not only caught on the lost years
of development; but he actually moved forward within the range of
his development. Some would say that this was no part of the
medicinal field and that there were educators, speech therapists for
this type of job. That was true, but why should a child have to show
signs of falling behind to be studied by a psychiatrist or a neurologist
for causes. The village doctor is not only an “injectionist” or a “pillkeeper”- he is also the person’s closest contact- he could be useful in
this sort of way. As long as he is interested and likes it…

XXI
Dr. Goranov, the Chief Physician was right. Things do not happen so
quickly and easily. They slowed down. No one could unravel the
reason behind it. The Ministry was not responding.
One day, Siromahov called me in. He was very polite, and I even
noticed that he was feeling uncomfortable due to the situation; and
so he said to me:
- Here are the papers for a business trip to go to Sofia so we can
figure this circumstances out. Go to Ministry’s “Human
Resources” department and give them this letter…We are
waiting for you; good luck…
He handed me a sealed envelope with the hospital’s stamp before he
shook my hand and sent me through the door.
For the first time after a while, I will travel to Sofia, effective
immediately. I called Dr. Kotokov. He wasn’t there. Lyubka the
laboratory assistant- as always- emitted optimism and with no
hesitation said to me:
- Sure, Doc.; you're heading up. You are lucky that they have
gifted you with such trust. Since Siromahov is the one sending
you- don’t be afraid! You are lucky to be given such trust. If
Siromahov sends you - do not be afraid! Only beware of those
out there- not to swallow you…
- Swallow me, how? – I inquired at the unusual phrase.

- How? Just like that. Now, the doctors are like football players.
Once they notice that someone is more capable, come on,
those who are holding higher positions and are also stronger;
look to hire them.

Just reading through your description is enough for them. And
Kotokov, the district official, praised you so much to the point
where you’ve hardly even dreamed about such a praise- he
even smiled- I know, I know everything!...I left for Sofia.
To be honest, I wasn’t much of an optimist. After my internship; they
sent me off to travel to a village near the town of Peshtera (that was
where my luck was positioned); but then I was sent into another
direction- Mejden, Dolovsko, both fair and exhibiting very bad
conditions. After that, I realized that the first village had been saved
for a colleague of mine by the “Human Resources” department;
whom had not even taken the state exam (I was told that he was ill
and he needed to be surrounded by fresh air). How could I trust that
something like that would not happen again, now, since this all
depended on the same department that I previously opposed against
them.
Fortunately, in this area of occupation; people change quickly or get
changed, it does not matter. And no one in the Ministry remembered
the previous employees. There were new replacements, which meant
that everything began from the beginning; the chances were
transforming- for better or for worse (and most of the time; the new
replacements also reinstated juxtaposing ideas to the ones before
them).
The Chief whom accepted me; turned out to be well aware with my
situation. He was careful and spoke calmly.
- We know everything about you. Your dossier has been studied.
And the letter is here (this was about the first letter). We agree
with everything. But, the job does not consist of only thishence this doesn’t end here.

I shuddered. Perhaps my visitation had been or had become
unnecessary. But, I continued listening to him regardless, making
sure not to give away my excitement. The Chief continued; his tone
ever so calm:
- We have been informed that you are not only a doctor, but you
withhold wider interests. You have written a textbook about
accordions and you work in the music field…
Now, I was surprised. It was true that I was the author of a textbook
focusing on accordions; which I wrote in high school and its first
edition was published in 1943; when the song “Katyusha” was
illegally printed on the 29th page, etc. But the fact that the people
working in the Ministry of Health knew about this, was astounding.
- Due to this occasion, a letter was received from the artistic
secretary of the opera, Prof. Georgi Dimitrov. It changes some
settings of your appointment in Ruse. Here is the letter. Read
it…
Now, I was really confused. I took the letter and began reading
through it. My gaze hurried slide over the typewritten text:
“Dr. Georgi Dimitrov, Prime Minister of Bulgaria has instructed me to
take care of the future training and development of…and my name is
mentioned…
My stare slid back to the first lines:
“He has an interest in music and is the author of a textbook on
accordions.”
Suddenly, I skip over everything just to read:
"This is why, I suggest you to move him to Sofia so that he can
continue his music education in parallel." A signature followed.
Wordlessly, I pass the letter back to the Chief. He continued:

- Now, the question lies within your appointment here in Sofia.
We have a lot of good information all thanks to Prof. Angel
Nikolaev concerning you and your interest in radiology and Xrays. I think there is a spot in the Worker’s Hospital; it’s good
there…- He picked the phone up for further referencing.
It turned out that there was no place there, but one could be
arranged in the District Hospital, down by the Perlovska River in
the old barracks…
- Would you like to become an X-ray resident? - He asked me
once more; to make sure.
- Of course, I have a great interest in this specialty.
- Well then, consider yourself anointed; go sign the order, return
to Ruse and hand over your service to the village. I wish you the
best of luck.
I came out feeling dizzy and ecstatic. I scolded myself for losing faith
in the good things for some time… Right as I walked through the
door; I met with that colleague who "conquered" my time in the
village of Pishtigovo, Peshtesko. He hadn't taken the job yet, he had
to arrange his promotion, and he didn't like the village that much (he
went to "inspect" it) and now he's applying for…
I did not even want to hear him out. He persistently asked about mewhere I was, what I was doing, how I was. I grew tempted to give
away my happiness. But, I could not even say where I was assigned;
because once my knowledgeable colleague heard “Radiologist”- sent
me a tragic expression filled with apathy; in an attempt to strike me:

- Are you serious? Are you naive or a fool? What do you need
radiology for!
- What do you mean “why” do I need it? It’s a good specialty.
- Just leave this job, good or bad, it’s dangerous. You know that
X-rays are dangerous.
- Yes, but…
- Don’t tell me. I can tell that you’re hooked. Did you not learn
that they have nationalized X-ray machines and that radiologists
have no private practice? Why would you want to pursue such a
specialty?
- Well, so what? I'm interested in the science…
- So, this isn’t because of the private practice. That’s your
business. As for me, brother, I came here to find a place in
gynecology. At least you can win there; although there is a lot
of hard work… but I feel sorry for you… I pity you…
We separated. I left him pitying me. And now, after so many years, I
just remembered about him- when I began thinking about that big
day, the day which, carved my medical career in another pathradiology.
It became my destiny and way; which lasted a whole 24 years in
Sofia’s District Hospital, in the medical academy; passing through
ISUL and the brigade in Korea, the Oncology Institute and the
Augusta-Victoria and Wenkebach hospitals in West Berlin; reaching
Paris. But this is another story.

XXII
Conclusion
And, what happened with Pirgovo? I passed by the village; ten years
later. There was not even a memory left of that poor and isolated
village; pushed deep within the Pirgovo River’s gullet. The new school
and the new buildings with the big square- everything had changed.
The new poultry farms, the large vegetable gardens and the beautiful
vineyards had made the Pirgovo population wealthy. Now, in that
pub on the main street, the people of the village ate their grilled
meet and drank their wine through the brightly lit windows- with no
closed shutters.
But, most importantly, there was a change in the people’s souls. The
boys were now men, the girls were women; the children had grown
up and taken the positions of my old acquaintances. Petko Boyanov,
the violinist, was not the only one there, as the music school was
filled with violinists. The Ivanov family, now retired; the teachers had
given their piano to the community center and children were learning
to play on it (I did not see it personally, but they told me so and I
believe that it had become too late for them to continue reminding
each other of that dowry). Bai Silver was also gone. He had been
replaced by a young energetic nurse (the doctor was at a scientific
conference in Ruse, so I didn't see him).
I stopped by to listen to one lesson taking place in the academy. My
"I study accordion" textbook was opened on the counter. Neither the
student nor the teacher knew who I was- for them I was a foreigner
who came to see the village of Pirgovo. Then they learned that I was
a former doctor years ago in this village; and the old principal Ivanov
said in front of the teacher:

- Doc, there was a time when you also played the accordion. I
remember you when you would perform with it. You even
made a choir consisting of the young people- won a prize for itand he said my name.
That is when the teacher got startled and said:
- But, isn’t this your name on the cover of the textbook I am
teaching with?
I felt pleased and uncomfortable. Some had forgotten about me; the
elders remembered me and the young people did not know me. That
is life. With every passing year, the village had transformed and these
ten years had wiped away many houses, streets and elder people.
But, in my memories, it lived in two separate forms- the past and the
present.
I slowly walked along the street when I met a beautiful girl; around
16 years old; walking with her father. I stared at them- was that an
older version of Docho the barber? I stopped. When we began
conversing, I noticed that the girl did not have a Ruse dialect. That
was his daughter; that little interlocutor of mine, whom I had
taught… an excellent student at the high school in Ruse, who
participated in clubs, had the gift of writing.
Now, as I write these lines, I am reminded of Pirgovo. It does not
grow old, because the memories always remain young when they are
good. And those were the years that allowed me to mature within my
profession; those years are always good.
These are my Pirgovo stories. Real stories- within them there is
nothing invented and the events, even the names are real.
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